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“We wanted to find a course that was still fun for spectators to watch, so they could see 90 percent
of the race, but we also wanted something that was really fun to ride. That was our whole point.”
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Members of the Taylor community gathered at the prayer chapel to memorialized those in the Taylor family who have passed away.

World

PRINCE &
THE PAUPER
Opinions

RESPECTING
THE ‘RENTS
IN BRIEFS
BALL STATE MINISTRY
Do you love evangelism, coffee, music, or Ball State? If so,
read on.
You are invited to consider
applying for the Co-Leader
position of the Community
Outreach’s Free Coffeehouse
@ Ball State. Applications accepted until May 9.
-Kevin Mattice, Sarah Lewis,
and Erika Mortland
			
SKIP-A-MEAL SIGN UP
Sign up for Skip-a-Meal on
Tuesday May 3 and come to
Upland Park at 6 p.m. for an
evening of fellowship and fun.
Be sure to bring your friends!
Remember that signups this
semester are different, with
three different nights to
participate.
-Global Outreach and
Community Outreach

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

63°
45°

Saturday

75°
54°

Sunday

66°
40°

REMEMBERING APRIL 26
WITH HOPE IN MIND
O

YVETTE RATTRAY

CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF

n a clear spring day that ended with a Laura VanRyn, died in the fatal accident.
The service of remembrance and hope was held in
50-degree night, students, faculty and
Internal and external support went out to Taylor memory of the victims of the April 26 crash and anyfriends of the Taylor community huddled that night. A couple of students drove to the accident one who died during their time studying or serving
in groups, praying for the victims of the 2006 acci- site and set up five crosses alongside of the road. at Taylor. A list of these names was read during the
dent on Interstate 69. The night of this traumatic Other students attended prayer services until early service. The audience stood in silence remembering
experience, campus appeared lively with lights on in the morning. Students at nearby campuses prayed dear ones.
in academic buildings and dormitories, but it was as well. In the middle of the night, Upland Friends
“It was not so much about knowing people by name,
quiet, and no one was outside.
Church updated their sign.
but moving beyond that . . . trying to grasp who
The April 26, 2006, tragedy marked a significant
“[The sign] said, ‘Taylor, we grieve and pray with these individuals were and the difference they made,”
time when faith carried the Taylor community.
you,’” said director of media relations Jim Garringer. Jones said.
“[It’s] a day etched in our memory—what pressed “I was so incredibly touched by that.”
Remembering is of great importance to an instiand struck our community when lives were lost,”
Garringer explained how community and prayer tution of faith, explained dean of students Skip
said Provost Stephen Bedi in a memorial service played a significant role in the campus’s recovery. Trudeau. He said the Taylor community, through
held Tuesday in the prayer chapel. “Yet, in the midst Just two weeks after the accident, Taylor received the hope Christians share in the resurrection, can
of our grief and hopelessness, we found hope in you news that VanRyn was misidentified as Whitney strengthen and share the same hope which occurred
—in a God that sustained in the midst of tragedy, in Cerak, a survivor. Again, prayer was the response of “when [the faithful] were promoted to glory.”
the midst of sorrow, in the midst of grief and the the Taylor community, which is why the memorial
Some of the audience knew many names that
midst of pain.”
site is a prayer chapel.
were read on the list while others knew very few, but
The memorial service marked the five-year anni“It’s so easy to get caught up in the routine and, most knew the type of hope Trudeau spoke of. Hope
versary of the I-69 accident, when a semi crossed sometimes, we forget the power of community,” said is what brought them through this surreal occasion.
the median and crashed into a Taylor van carry- Tom Jones, dean of the school of liberal arts, as he
“Loss is still real, but we know God’s love,” said
ing students and staff from a catering engagement. reflected on the memorial service. “Taylor really is President Eugene Habecker in the service’s closing
Creative Dining employee Monica Felver and four about the power of community and the presence of remarks. “. . . We continue to remember and never
students, Laurel Erb, Brad Larson, Betsy Smith and the Holy Spirit in our midst.”
forget.”

A CLOSER LOOK AT
HERITAGE WEEKEND
Alumni arrive on campus to
participate in planned festivities
This weekend, whitehaired men and
STAFF WRITER
women will mix with
the youth and bikes will crash in celebration of
Taylor’s athletic heritage.
This is the fourth year of Heritage Weekend,
a time of remembrance and joy. Every spring,
the leadership team in advancement chooses
a theme for the weekend, according to Sherri
Harter, associate vice president for development. This year’s theme is Taylor’s athletic
heritage.
Grandparent’s Day marks the beginning of
Heritage Weekend.
“Grandparent’s Day is a part of it, too, which
is a great time to bring grandparents to Taylor
to see where their grandchildren are and just
visit classrooms and experience Taylor for a
day,” Harter said.
In the fall, Homecoming Weekend draws
crowds of alumni to campus, and Heritage
Weekend works the same way.
“I think the important thing is giving another
great opportunity for alumni and friends to
come to campus,” Harter said.
Scheduled activities line each day. The weekend was kicked-off by the Heritage Weekend
chapel, featuring former NFL player Don
Beebe as the speaker.
The Eichling Aquatics Wing will be dedicated
in memory of William and Cornelia Eichling
promptly after chapel’s conclusion.
A chorale concert followed by a distinguished
faculty lecture will end Friday afternoon’s
activities. A coaches reception begins the eve-

KYLA MARTIN

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

GOVERNMENT PUSHING INTERNET SECURITY
April 15 is a day most Ameriseveral times, is at times diffiJULIA BERGER
cans think of as the tax due
cult
to keep track of, a problem
CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF
date. This year however, it was
this strategy could solve.
also the date the White House released its
“The strategy is a result of many months of
updated version of the National Strategy for consultation including innovators and private
Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC).
sector representatives,” Locke said. “I’m optiThe Strategy, also referred to as NSTIC, is mistic that NSTIC will jumpstart a range
essentially a plan to secure the Internet for its of private sector initiatives to enhance the
users, namely Americans. The NSTIC outlines security of online transactions . . . We expect
several ways the government can improve the private sector to lead the way of fulfilling
online security.
the goals of NSTIC.”
The 45-page document states,
While the government says the
“...right now if
“The Strategy recognizes that
private sector will lead the way
you have multiple
trusted digital identity, authenin developing and implementing
passwords, ok, if
tication and authorization prothis plan, the document did not
cesses are one part of layered
say who would hold ultimate
they’re getting into
security. Improvements in
responsibility,
which brings
your bank account,
identification and authenticaup concern if there were any
they’re not getting
tion are critical to attaining a
breaches in security.
into your health
trusted online environment;
Centralizing information has
however, they must be compotential to be dangerous as it
account. . .”
bined with other crucial aspects
motivates Internet and technolof cybersecurity.”
ogy hackers to figure out a way to
The government plans to accomplish this break through the multiple levels of security.
by contracting private sector companies to
“The big [question] is, is centralized better
build and structure the system. In return, the than decentralized? Safety and security obvigovernment will be the first to use it.
ously is important so right now if you have
This strategy, though it has not made it to multiple passwords, ok, if they’re getting into
the legislative floor yet, has created specula- your bank account, they’re not getting into
tion about the project and its feasibility.
your health account,” said Linda Lambert, an
During the presentation of the strategy instructional services librarian in Zondervan
two weeks ago, Gary Locke, Secretary of U.S. Library, who read over the strategy.
Department of Commerce, said the Internet
Other concerns include the size and scope of
will not reach its full potential until security the project as well as users’ anxiety when it
is improved.
comes to sharing sensitive information. HypoThe use of several different user names and thetically, this strategy will eliminate those
passwords, or needing to change passwords fears with its level of security, but it will only
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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HERITAGE WEEKEND CONTINUED...

ning to honor past and present coaches.
Friday night concludes with an athletic
celebration dinner. Coaches and athletes
from Taylor’s past are invited to attend,
reconnect with teammates and honor Taylor’s past and current accomplishments.
The next morning, a breakfast will honor
four alumni inductees into Taylor’s hall of
fame. Immediately following is Taylathon,
a unique addition to this weekend’s theme
of athletics.
Former athletes will be able to partici

INTERNET SECURITY CONTINUED...

take time to know whether or not that is
true.
Locke presented the number 8.1 million, which is the number of Internet users
whose identities were stolen last year. By
implementing NSTIC, the governmenhopes to drastically decrease that number
in the coming years.

pate in scrimmages such as tennis and
soccer.
Afterward, visitors are welcome to
attend a picnic by the Sammy statues
followed by the Bishop William Taylor
Society reception and heritage program,
a time to look back at the years Taylor has
changed lives.
The President’s Dinner is held to honor
scholarship donors and connect them with
faculty and their specific scholarship recipients. The event is meant to thank them
and God for all the ways for which Taylor
is provided.
By decreasing the number of fraudulent
attempts, it will also decrease the amount
of money needed to restore information
and finances. The government is in full
support of the program in order to help a
wide variety of industries.
In the NSTIC document, it repeatedly
states the government will be the first to
use the system in order to prove its security and encourage other users to follow.

2

The final event is a gospel choir concert
at 8:15 p.m.
“It takes a lot of people to pull something
like this off, but at the same time we want
to take every opportunity that we can to
let people know who invest in Taylor how
much we appreciate it. When they come to
campus, it gives them another opportunity
to see what and whom they’re investing
in,” Harter said.
Heritage weekend is a time of fun and
celebration. For more information and for
exact times and locations, visit taylor.edu.

The strategy will be voluntary and will
take several years to become fully functional.
While the strategy has moved forward
significantly in the past year, there are
still several steps to be taken until the program will be fully ready to launch. Internet users should stay aware of how this
could affect their information and overall
interactions online.
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The Upland community was hit with severe weather Tuesday night, leaving the campus without power for the night.

MANDOLYN HECOX

Indiana was hit focused on student safety, restoring power
by more than a was the responsibility of Taylor’s electricity
dozen tornadoes company, Indiana Michigan Power Comlast week, and it was lights out at Taylor pany. “They had trucks out and about in
one evening due to the severe weather.
the entire tri-county area, trying to locate
According to the National Weather Ser- the issue,” Wallace said.
vice of Indiana, two tornadoes of the 14
Students took different approaches to
confirmed in Indiana hit Grant county dealing with the lack of electricity and
Tuesday night. While the first tornado pouring rain.
damaged homes in Fairmount, the second
Junior Jeff Neiman had been studying
tornado came close to Upland. The tornado, at Starbucks for several hours and came
estimated at speeds from 90 to 95 mph, back to Taylor before the storm broke to
twisted for about 2.5 miles and damaged relax for the rest of his evening.
several homes and hardwood trees in
“It was really incredible to look outside
Upland, according to the weather agency. and see nothing,” Neiman said. “Seeing
While counties around Indiana and Tay- as Taylor—the belltower—is the biggest
lor administration were on alert for the source of light in Upland, it was almost
weather, Taylor students did not receive eerie to see total darkness.”
any emergency alert because Upland was
Neiman decided to make the most of
never directly named in danger, according the situation and quickly gathered some
to Taylor Police Chief Jeff Wallace.
friends in swimsuits.
“We were never in a tornado watch or
“The temperature was warm, the rain
warning situation,” Wallace said. “If we go was refreshing, and in only our swim
to that level then we send that out. Now trunks we ran around campus yelling and
with our TUALert warning system in con- screaming.” Neiman said the responses
junction with NOAA (National Oceanic his group received in their trip around
and Atmospheric Administration), which Taylor’s dark and wet campus were very
is the National Weather Service, they positive.
would automatically send out that text
Senior Charlynn Knighton headed
alert.”
through the rain to Starbucks with friends
Taylor is no stranger to fluctuating late Tuesday night, but after they learned
weather conditions, but last week’s episode Starbucks closes at 11 p.m., they turned
was notable.
around and came to the Union. They were
“We have had the power go out in the only there for about five minutes before
past and power surges are not uncommon,” the power went out. Knighton used a
Wallace said. “At times . . . we’ve had power strong flashlight application on her phone
go off in part of campus as well as a large to see when everything went dark.
part of Upland, throughout the night, but
“Chief Wallace came into the Union with
this would probably be the longest in a flashlight and told us that the main part
recent years.”
of the storm had passed,” Knighton said.
While Taylor officials communicated “But he said while it was pretty calm outabout the eight-hour power outage and side, more storms were coming, so if we
NEWS CO-EDITOR

  

didn’t want to stay in the Union we needed
to leave then, which we did.”
Senior Lexie Luedtke also experienced
the Union without electricity. She lives
off-campus and was at her house when
the electricity went off. She headed to the
music building with her housemates to feel
more safe and then moved to the Union.
“The Union was glowing because everyone had their laptops open and their music
going,” Luedtke said.
Some students struggled to finish homework with dying laptop batteries and
limited lighting. Sophomore Noeha Kelly
lives in English Hall and worked on her
statistics homework with her friend on
the bathroom floor, where the flood lights
were the brightest.
“When those finally shut off my friend
went to bed, but I still had an art as experience project to do,” Kelly said. She moved
to the hallway with the dying light of her
laptop, but was aided by a wingmate with
a headlamp.
While the darkness posed an issue for
some, other students saw the situation
as a reminder of the blessing of electricity.
Junior Elizabeth Funk was studying in
the library when the power went out. After
her computer died, she and her friends
ventured back to Olson.
“Girls were screaming and running
around,” Funk said. “We all dug around to
find our flashlights and the PAs were trying to keep as many of us as possible inside.
I think we all saw how much we rely on
electricity when we had no Internet, no
phones or computers—conveniently they
had just run out of battery—and eventually no running water. It reminded me how
privileged we are and how much we take
for granted every day.”

FRIDAY
CHA P EL - COA CH D ON BEEBE, A URORA , I LL.

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

BATTLE OF THE A G ES

Student Union
6-8 p.m.

A NEW KI ND OF MERE CHRI STI A N

Dr. Scott Burson, Indiana Wesleyan University
MMVA 002
7 p.m.

SATURDAY
TAYLATHON—FEATURI NG A NEW COURSE

Dead man zone located between Samuel Morris Hall and the
Admissions building
11 a.m.

TAYLOR G OSP EL CHOI R CONCERT

Rediger Auditorium
8:15 p.m.

SUNDAY
VESP ERS

Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

MONDAY
CHA P EL - SENI OR SHA RE

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

  

LI TERA RY LOND ON 2012 I NFORMATI ONA L
MEETI NG

If you cannot make this meeting, please contact Dr. Beulah
Baker directly
Reade Center 210
7 p.m.

                
  
  

                      

TUESDAY

  

Important Lessons & Strategies of Financial Literacy

COMMUNI TY COOK OUT

Upland Park
6 p.m.

byMark
Markand
& Christa
by
ChristaSieglein
Siegelin

  
  

                        

WEDNESDAY

Monday, May 2nd  4:00pm-5:00pm  Rupp 203

CHA P EL - PA STOR RA ND A LL G RUEND YKE

Sponsored by Career Development

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

  

MR. TU

Rediger Auditorium
7-10 p.m.
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ROYAL WEDDING SHAPES BRITISH
ECONOMY
BY

C H R I S T E N

WO R L D

GA L L

E D I T O R

said the elegant and clever Emma Woodhouse in the film
adaptation of Jane Austen’s “Emma.”
Today, the world looks on as Great Britian declares the newest royal couple is a match well made.
Catherine Elizabeth Middleton and Prince William, second
in line to the British throne after his father Prince Charles,
will exchange vows today at Westminster Abbey following the
family tradition. The two met at St. Andrews University during
their college days and dated off and on for close to 10 years.
On Nov. 16, 2010, the couple announced their engagement, and
Great Britain began to prepare for a royal celebration. While
some speculate about the identity of Middleton’s wedding
dress designer, others are taking a closer look at the country’s
economy and wondering what the aftermath of the festivities
will be on Mother England.
Prime Minister David Cameron backed an investment of
£50 million ($80 million) to use the wedding and the Summer Olympic Games in 2012 to promote Britain as a tourist
destination, according to the New York Times. This money will
be put to good use because an estimated one million visitors Exicited wedding watchers gather outside the palace to view the royal event.
are expected to come to London for the wedding. The event is
expected to bring in revenue of up to £60 million.
The wedding of Prince Philip to reigning Queen Elizabeth in as grand. The royal family will pay for the big event, but the
Tourists aren’t just bringing in money to hotels and local 1947 produced much smaller souvenirs because of the recent British government has declared Friday to be a paid National
London eateries. They are also heading to stores and are leav- end of WWII. Shortage of materials caused most of the souve- Holiday and will also have to fund road closures and policing
ing with some extra baggage: royal souvenirs. Royal Wedding nirs to be paper-made. Great Britain saw store shelves heaving through the day. National Holiday or not, many small busisouvenirs have been
with souvenirs, according to Robert nesses cannot afford to let their employees off after the Easter
around since the midOpie, the Director of the Museum of Weekend.
1800s and have always
Brands in London, interviewed by
Middleton and Prince William are taking some of that lavadded to the celebration
BBC News. Mugs, cups, biscuit tins ish spending into their own hands and asking wedding guests
While some speculate about the identity of Middlefor those who won’t be
and even a special Rubik’s cube com- and viewers not to send them gifts, but instead to donate to
ton’s wedding dress designer, others are taking a
at the ceremony.
memorated the wedding of Prince charity. The couple is accepting gifts from close friends and
closer look at the country’s economy and wonderQueen Victoria’s wedCharles and Princess Dianna in family. Princess Dianna and Prince Charles received over 6,000
ing what the aftermath of the festivities will be on
ding was the first royal
1981.
wedding gifts. Some gifts were extravagant, such as a sapphire
wedding to have souveThe souvenirs from today’s wed- pendant given by the Crowned Prince of Saudi Arbia, while
Mother England.
nirs in 1840, after the
ding are expected to bring in about others were practical, like a bookshelf.
rise of the Industrial
£200 million to an economy that
Whatever gifts Middleton and Prince William do or don’t
Revolution and mass
could use a boost. Some are more receive, the wedding and the parties afterward are sure to bring
production. Mugs,
skeptical of the big day and the costs British storeowners throughout London much-needed business.
plates and jugs were all available for purchase, though they it will have on the country; Princess Dianna’s wedding was
were too expensive for most British citizens to afford.
£30 million total and Middleton’s wedding will likely be just

CAPITAL CULTURE
BY

C O R R I E

S

DY K E ,

C O N T R I B U T O R

tanding at the bottom of marble coins, this city has opened my eyes much wider
steps looking up at the 16th presi- than I anticipated.
dent as sleet bounced off my winter
When you consider studying abroad, you
coat, I knew the best adventure of assume you will be immersed in another culture,
my short 20-year life was about to but hardly did I think that, since I wasn’t going
unfold.
overseas. Living in a city where the first thing
It was the first week of
people ask is
the semester, and I had
where you are
somehow been convinced
from is somethat seeing monuments
thing I never
As I stood there in soaked
at 11 p.m. as some sort of
considered
Uggs and frozen hair, it hit
wintry weather fell from
in our counme, like the cold ice smackthe sky was a great idea.
try. Another
ing me in the face—I would
As I stood there in soaked Uggs
thing we were
and frozen hair, it hit me, like the cold
taught when
be living here, in our
ice smacking me in the face—I would
we arrived was
nation’s capital, for the
be living here, in our nation’s capital,
that everyone
next three months.
for the next three months.
in the District
It didn’t take long for me to use the
knows more
phrase, “I’m not in Upland anymore.”
stories than
Washington, D.C., a city known for
you. From a
power, is also full of poverty. Through
journalistic
the program, I have spent time with
prospective I
those in the city who don’t walk down the side- was amazed, especially when I learned it was
walk in a suit. Whether riding the bus, serving true.
in a shelter, or passing those shaking a cup of
I learned that the world is a much bigger place

“Buckingham Palace
shares the view of the
Foreign Office that it is
not considered appropriate for the Syrian ambassador to attend the
wedding.”
-British Foreign Office

than we sometimes realize while in college. You
don’t have to leave the country to experience a
culture different from your own. I have learned
this everywhere from out in the city to in my
apartment.
One of my roommates is from Tenneesee, and
we love to joke about how different our speech is,
even though we are alike in countless other ways.
I have four roommates, something I had never
experienced before. I love the apartment-style
living, especially in the heart of the city. It is a
great trial run for life after college, which I have
also learned in coming sooner than I like to think.
As the cherry blossoms bloomed, I realized
I was running out of time. The program would
soon be coming to an end, a reality I was not
near ready to face. My semester off-campus has
been more enriching to my college experience
than I can put into words. Without hesitation,
studying abroad is something I would encourage
everyone to do.
The academics have been challenging, the
internship incredible, and the friendships unforgettable. I couldn’t agree more that the program
be called “Best Semester.”

On This Day
in History
1429- Joan of Arc relieves Orleans
from the British forces druing the
Hundred Years’ War.
1776- Brigader General
Nathanael Greene takes command
of Long Island and set up a defense
against the British.
1974- President Richard Nixon
releases White House Watergate
tapes to the public.
1991- A cyclone in Bangladesh
kills more than 135, 000.
2004 - The World War II momument opens in
Washington, D.C.

photo by The Guardian News

“The most beautiful thing in the world is a match well made,”
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TAYLATHON TAKES A TURN
A L I S S A

th e

B U B B L E

SERIOUSLY, LINDSAY?
After violating her probation by
stealing a designer necklace, Lindsay Lohan was sentenced to 120
days in jail Friday. However, Lohan
was released on bond when her
attorneys appealed the sentence
after only a few hours. On NBC’s
“Tonight Show” Tuesday, she
owned up , admitting her mistakes
to host Jay.

ROYAL WEDDING MAY
BREAK INTERNET
While all eyes have been fixed on
Buckingham Palace this week,
Internet services around the globe
have been preparing for the worst.
The predicted massive amount
of tweets, photos and streaming
video during Kate Middleton and
Prince William’s wedding may shut
down major websites and overload
wireless networks Friday. Some
Internet services are banking on
the time difference between the
U.K. and the U.S. to help soften
the blow. Really, what American in
their right mind would be getting
up THAT early?

G O E G L E I N

BY

T

hroughout Taylathon’s fun to ride. That was our whole
50-plus year history, the point.”
annual bike race has
The new course is “curvier” and
seen many changes: from expected to be a considerably lon“Bikeathon” to its current ger loop. Last year’s “Silver Saddle”
name, from four riders to holder, Dan McClure, clocked the
eight and from a simple race’s fastest lap at 55.1 seconds.
race to a full-blown tra- Moore and Cocking think the new
dition and a key part of times will fall on around 1:10-1:20.
Heritage Weekend. And
“It’s a much more technical course
this year the race will yet because there are a lot more left
again change course—literally.
and right turns, and more opportuBecause the Euler science build- nity for mistakes that will cut into
ing is being constructed over a the times,” Cocking said. “I expect
section of the usual route, ICC around 20-second increase per lap.”
president Heather Tyner asked
Though the course is longer, the
Taylathon veterans, juniors Chase number of laps will stay the same:
Moore and Keith Cocking, to map 36 laps for women and 48 laps for
out a brand-new riding course.
men.
“With the science building, we lost
“This new course is more risky .
our two or three favorite corners of . . it’s intense,” Tyner said. “It may
the course,” Moore said, “So initially have some glitches we’ll have to
we suggested to take the course work out, but we’re really excited.”
indoors through the [construction
Seating for the event will be
site] . . . that idea got shut down around a new dead-man zone locapretty quickly.”
tion between Helena Memorial Hall
In February, the pair began to and Samuel Morris Hall. Tradition
plan and test alternative routes. will be kept as a new “dead man”
They rode their way through five will be painted on the sidewalk.
trial designs before arriving at the
Sophomores Hannah Duncan and
best option, which met ICC approval D’Andre Coats will emcee the race,
by mid-March.
beginning with grand entrances at
“We wanted to find a course that 11 a.m. The women’s race will follow
was still fun for spectators to watch, around 11:15 a.m., and the men’s
so they could see 90 percent of the race will begin at 12:30 p.m.
race,” Moore said. “But we also
wanted something that was really

Purchase a Hope Dinner Record (HDR) for $3. There is a code located on the back of the
card. Purchasers can enter this code at dropcards.com/hopedinner to download a five-song record.
HDR is a compilation of five original songs, recorded this spring semester, from five artists around
campus. Stop by Donna Downs’ office (Rupp 235) or
email Brian Hansen to purchase a HDR.

S

ince polar pops and donuts from Handy Andy can only
hold one over for so long, my girlfriend Sara and I decided
to visit The Icehouse Restaurant, located on 1412 W. Kem
Road in Marion.
Opened by Steve Roesly in 1988, The Icehouse is still
owned and run by the Roesly family. Roesly opened the restaurant
to give families and friends a place to eat, drink and celebrate life
in the United States. Roesly’s personal motto, “only in America,”
has become the bar and grille’s slogan. The restaurant has a small
menu featuring salads, burgers, pasta, seafood and steaks.
Located near the Five Points Mall, The Icehouse is somewhat
bland on the outside, but it takes an unexpected form once inside
its doors. The restaurant is built around a rectangular bar with
three levels of seating rising up around it. Almost the entire
interior is stained wood, with most of the walls covered in sports
memorabilia and photos of families that frequent the local favorite.
The ambient music is current and at an appropriate volume for

This is the new course for the Taylathon event.

Are you a Freshman or Sophomore Web programmer?
	
  

Artists featured on the record:
Queen Anne’s Lace (Sarah Albinson and Alison Kummer)
Sam Stufflebam
Brian Hansen feat. Sarah Albinson
Face the Flood (Tyler Wood and Don Schember)
Eric Hochhalter feat. Maggie Burns

The library is looking to ﬁll the position of Information Services Web &
Technology Specialist for the next 2 or 3 years. If you are good
with PHP, Javascript and MySQL and are willing to support the
technical needs of the library, we’re looking for you!
•Job would start immediately (job orientation)
•No more than 4 hours a week through end of semester
•Full Work Study Hours starting Fall 2011.
•Pay rate is reﬂective of specialized skills of applicant.
If interested, contact Shawn Denny, Information Services Librarian,
shdenny@taylor.edu, x85243, ZL 123.

HOLY GROUNDS

Antoine “Climbin’ in Yo’ Window”
Dodson, known for his viral
TV news rant that made him a
household name, was arrested
in Alabama for possession of
marijuana and four other minor
charges. Quick to inform the world
that Saturday morning, Dodson
tweeted: “Got pulled over in my
Benz and they got me . . . I never
been in jail except that time in
grade school.”

ONE BLURAY TO RULE
THEM ALL
Anticipating the BluRay release,
AMC Theatres will screen all three
extended editions of the Lord of
the Rings films in June. The journey begins with “The Fellowship
of the Ring” on June 14, followed
by “The Two Towers” on June 21
and “The Return of the King” on
June 28. In the upcoming weeks,
fans are advised to check for an
announcement about the events
on theonering.net.

Amid the collective universe of experience,
memory, emotion and the relative commonality
shared beyond transcendence, little doubt is
given to the overarching physical law passed
down in the makeup of human nature and
existence: Starbucks is beautiful.
It has become a modern Eden, releasing
fruitful blessings and subsequently passing
them down and multiplying generation to
generation, its fame proclaimed from hill to
hill. Its gleaming green logo rivals that of the
Emerald City. The numbing sense of complete
understanding and a blatant feeling of, “I
have a purpose. I am one with the world,” is
overwhelmingly harkened by its magnificently
understated buttresses, the baristas’ harmless siren call and the bountiful linoleum hills,
heavily flowing with the nectar of coffee. Defining it as spiritual happenstance or gift of God’s
grace is a parsley, ignorant answer, because,
like the wind over the plains, its existence
cannot be confined.
The Hodson Dining Commons is attempting
to usurp the unquestionable and unquenchable power Starbucks has attained. It began
with two words: “Level 5.”
Like the rest of Taylor’s campus, I have my
favorite coffee mugs, since the next step in
the process would be, hyperbole aside, a painful (but convenient) intravenous feed straight
into the heart. The only reason for hesitance
is involuntary capillary expulsion. And pickings have gone slim after the infamous “Let’s
Steal Every Mug We’ve Ever Seen” rally of
2010, making sightings rare, but variety is
still possible. There are the Swirly-Dos, the
Big Momma Lips, the Average Joes and the
McFrenchy Pants (see graphic). All varities
work within the basic conceptions of coffee
mugs, except for the ones with handles so
small that a baby’s pinky can hardly fit.
The foundation of a steady, stable coffee mug
is a critical aspect of the process of coffee consumption but is, unfortunately, all-too-easily
omitted by some. Let us dissolve it into one
answer for those not willing to take the time
to test volume, handle-to-cup ratio and holistic
appeal: the Swirly-Dos are the best. Depending
on the mood, atmosphere and general barometric pressure, robin’s egg blue or a decisive
mute vomit green are the perfect contenders.
The next step is deciding which coffee to
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the setting. A mix of strategically placed high-definition and analog televisions display whatever sporting events are taking place.
While not overly smokey, there is certainly a faint smell of smoke
in the air. The temperature is a bit chilly but certainly bearable.
Patrons of The Icehouse include mostly local families and middle-aged adults. The restaurant was not too crowded the night we
went, but was certainly not empty. It was not uncommon to see
people walk around the restaurant to talk to friends at the bar
or other tables.
I ordered the igloo burger. It came cooked to order, and the half
pound of meat was tender and juicy. The burger was topped with
ham, bacon, a two-cheese melted blend, honey mustard, lettuce
and tomato. Served with a small portion of fries, the three meats
meat mixed well with the cheese and honey mustard sauce to
create a flavorful and filling burger, appropriately priced at $6.95.
Sara ordered the country garden salad, one of three entree salads that The Icehouse offers. She decided to pass on mushrooms

Miles Gabrielsen Drake is the
time left.”
SARA SAWICKI
newest member of Bergwall Hall,
Smartt took command and
CONTRIBUTOR
and the first ever to be born there.
had Drake lie down where she
Miles was born April 23 at 4:07
was. Whitney cried out, saying,
a.m., while students were away on Easter break. “I didn’t want this to happen here!” But there was
When Whitney Drake started having contractions no alternative. The time had already come for her
around 2 a.m., she and her husband Jacob had no to start pushing.
idea she was so close to delivering.
Jacob Drake rushed to get towels and call the
“They didn’t feel like labor contractions,” Drake EMTs. They arrived in the dorm about the same
said. “When I was in labor with Lucy, it was a long time Whitney Drake was holding little Miles for
ordeal, so I thought this would be the same.”
the first time. They helped cut the umbilical cord
Drake’s life-long friend and fellow Taylor gradu- and got the mother and baby to the hospital to be
ate, Susan Smartt, came over to the dorm when she checked out.
started having contractions.
Jacob Drake confessed he always joked with his
“[Smartt] was going to be our doula and help with wife, saying, “What if we had the baby in Bergwall?”
emotional support,” Jacob Drake said. “Luckily,
Always the adventure lover, Jacob was confident
she’s also a licensed midwife. It was such a blessing everything would be okay. To him, it was “go time.”
to be able to share this moment with her.”
“Despite everything happening so fast, she did
Drake was in so much pain, she knew she had so well,” he said.
to go to the hospital. Jacob Drake started grabbing
Drake was just glad there were no students
bags and ran upstairs to find freshman Debby around.
Fowler—who was staying in the dorm over break—
“At least this will be a good story to tell [Miles]
to watch Lucy, their 2-year-old.
someday,” she said.
They headed for the doors, but Drake could not
This Easter break will go down in history for the
make it any farther.
Drake family and the residents of Bergwall Hall.
“I was in so much pain, I had to go back inside. I The blessing of new life has never been so apparent.
felt the baby’s head drop and knew there was no

and onion strings, and instead ordered the salad with just lettuce,
cheese, carrots, tomato wedges, sliced chicken fingers and dressing. Though a generous portion size, the salad was mostly lettuce
without enough chicken to balance it. At $8.95, it was a little pricey.
Appetizers range from $6 to $9. Burgers and sandwiches run
from $6 to $8, while seafood and steaks average $15 to $20. Dessert selections are all around $5.
Service was friendly and courteous. Our drinks were refilled
relatively quickly, and our food was delivered hot and in a timely
fashion. When we were through with our meal, our server gave
Sara a to-go cup for her soft drink.
Overall, Sara and I enjoyed our trip to the Icehouse. The food
was good and relatively inexpensive. Service was prompt and
genuine. The atmosphere is a good one to kick back and enjoy a
game with friends in, but might not be the best for a first date,
depending on who your date is. All things considered, The Icehouse
gets 3.5 out of five stars.

LIGHTHOUSE DESTINATIONS 2012
Preparations are underway for
The 2010 teams raised
KAYLA MARTIN
2012 Lighthouse trips. Desmore than 100 percent of their
STAFF WRITER
tinations include the Czech
finances.
Republic, Ecuador, Ethiopia,
“I’m hoping for the same kind
India, Paraguay and South East Asia. Trips
of outcomes next year as this year,” Collins
to Japan and Guatemala are also being con- said. “I am hoping many students will apply
sidered.
who are passionate about cross-cultural minAccording to lighthouse director and assis- istry and coming alongside the global church
tant professor of intercultural studies Jenny and the poor in servanthood.”
Collins, destinations are chosen “based on
In reference to “the poor,” Collins is describlong-term relationships with the host min- ing all facets of poverty—spiritual, physical,
istries in the countries and what’s best for relational, as well as those who lack opporthem each year.”
tunity, education and skills, and those who
Grad assistant Brandon Jacob appreciates are oppressed.
the long-term relationships Lighthouse has
Because Lighthouse applicants are mostly
established with the sponsors. According to
women, Collins would like to see more men
Jacob, visiting the same long-term missionar- apply.
ies each year forms trust and lasting bonds.
Lighthouse co-director, senior Jennica
From these trips, students return with an
Stevens, explained what she believed to be
endless number of stories—an important a beautiful aspect of lighthouse trips: “to
part of their experience.
join together, to work together as the body
“There is power in a story, especially a story of Christ.”
of God at work and his people connecting in
Another of four co-directors, junior Hannah
ministry,” Collins said. “Stories bring experi- Weber, is inspired by the realization: “Misences to life, and the memories last. It is often
sions is not something beyond what I can do
through stories that wisdom is gained and as a student.”
truth is conveyed.”

Academy. Abbey. Apostolate.
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DANIEL MORRILL

Baby Born In Bergwall

JACK GALBRAITH & BRENT CLOUSE

HIDE YO’ KIDS! HIDE YO’
DRUGS!

ONLY IN AMERICA: THE ICEHOUSE RESTAURANT
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choose. The results are based on pure scientific
research and careful objective techniques, some
of which include the independent, coffee type, and
dependent, overall disgust.
First of all, two inconsistencies arose, conveniently
named cinnamon- and vanilla-flavored coffee. Even
though freshman Stephen Straits sincerely said, with
a warm twinkle in his eye, “I think the vanilla coffee is my favorite. I like how there’s a little bit of
vanilla,” we, as a collective, threw data on the pair
out. Cinnamon and vanilla are inferior, as everyone
knows (Stephen excluded) and anyone with one living
taste-bud in their mouth understands. Sorry, Stephen.
For the rest of us, the only option we had for some
time was a sad coffee named Level 3. Those that
needed coffee could live with it, and that was that.
But suddenly, the winds of time changed. Something was different, and it was not someone shamelessly burning another plain bagel. I could sense a
weird spark of intrigue flitting around my stomach.
As I passed the coffee zone, I understood why.
For whatever reason, the Dining Commons had
decided to buy a batch of Level 4 coffee that day. This
is an apex, I thought. This is going to be the ultimate
portion of my entire existence. Memories flooded my
mind as I began seeing past relatives, my whole life
leading up to this moment, the future, the past, the
entire human race living and dying to create this

one perfect point in history. I started sobbing
openly, beating the floor with my fists and waiting for a flaming golden chariot to meet me
before I could even partake.
Then, like lightning, an idea shot through
me.
Level 5.
Could it happen? Does it exist?
I raced to the comment card box and scribbled to some partial extent amid the gibberish,
“MAKE IT SO,” with a cute little coffee mug
saying the words, weeping for his purpose to
be once again fulfilled.
A couple of weeks ago, like a flock of doves,
it descended upon us. Level 5, an organic and
rich blend, was being secretly brewed and
super nonchalantly placed amid the masses.
Where were the parades? The blimps? The
monkey orchestras paying tribute with a
kazoo rendition of “The Star-Spangled Banner”? Needless to say, many would remark the
day of its appearance as “unforgettable.” I was
unfortunately out of town when it graced us
with its presence. Multiple people either texted
me or sent gorgeous Level 5 pictures to me the
entire day. The way they described its aroma
and full-bodied texture could almost allow me
to viscerally taste it. I was right there with
them.
Upon hearing the news of Level 5’s chance
appearance, countless DC-goers dumped mugs
of ho-hum Level 3 into or onto trash cans, their
friends and the floor. People were having a ball
with the new coffee. Who wouldn’t? Level 5 is
Level 3 plus two.
Here’s the low-down: Upon observing the
graphic representation on the side of the dispenser, we see that Level 5 is the pinnacle of
Seattle’s Best Coffee. There simply is no room
on that purple label for a preposterous Level 6
variety. And oddly enough, Seattle’s Best was
able to actually narrow its flavor, its essence
into three words. It’s bold, it’s dark and it’s
intense. Bold, like the summation of Houdini’s
escapes? Dark, like the mysterious blackness
of dark matter? Intense, like camping? Yes, yes
and double yes. Novels could be written about
such coffee. Experience it for yourself. Go snag
a mugful of goodness in the form of Level 5
coffee. The assurance is there. Enough with me.
We’ll have a coffee date to talk about it all soon.

M.Div. and M.A. in Theology Degrees
AT S E AT T L E PA C I F I C S E M I N A R Y
These three concepts academy, abbey, and apostolate
define the vision of Seattle Pacific Seminary’s approach to theological
education. The Seminary offers two graduate degree programs: M.A.
in Theology and Master of Divinity (M.Div.). In each, you’ll experience
rigorous scholarship (academy), spiritual depth in community
(abbey), and compassionate service (apostolate)—all informed by our
Wesleyan heritage that joins “knowledge and vital piety” as a means
of changing the world.
Scholarships and graduate assistantships are available.
For more information, contact Raoul Perez, raoulp@spu.edu
or visit our website. www.spu.edu/seminary
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HANDHELD
KINGS

t began as a
ANDREW
simple white
SPORTS
s q uare, m ov ing across the
raised surface of a tube television as two humans unknowingly participated in a geek
revolution called Pong. From
that moment of accidental
epiphany, the white square
grew up into a photorealistic
computer-generated ball, the
screen threw its honkin’ tube in the
trash and the humans became part of
what is called “popular culture.” That
popular culture is now evolving beyond
the living room into a wireless, interconnected series of gaming machines that
are built solely around the portability
and convenience of their users.
Nintendo released a brick-sized gaming device in 1989 that produced two
colors (black and puke green), consumed
double-A batteries like that was its purpose, and looked pretty ugly to boot. The
device provided humbling graphics that
came nowhere near the quality of the
Super Nintendo Entertainment System,
which was released as the home console successor to the original Nintendo
the next year. But this “GameBoy” sold
almost 65 million units by the end of its
initial product life cycle. The Super Nintendo sold just over 49 million units and
is still considered one of the bestselling
video game consoles of all time. So why
did the GameBoy succeed when it was,
by far, less cutting-edge than its bigger
brother? Convenience.
Human society has been in a constant
state of yearning for technological convenience ever since a couple of people
decided the Dark Ages were kind of
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a downer. Now, a whole
bunch of years later, we
are still pursuing convenience in the video game
industry. The GameBoy pioneered this,
because it gave people video games
without having to plug their stationary
gaming console into the TV, hoping that
Rex didn’t go to the bathroom in the cartridge slot again. The original GameBoy
was an ugly, underpowered, awkward
monstrosity of a handheld device, but
it was the first step toward creating a
device that could easily connect a user to
the entire video game industry without
a cord.
Over the years,
the GameBoy
went through
a slew of new
product models
and eventually
evolved into the
recently-released
N i n t e n d o 3 D S,
which allows
players to download titles on to
the system’s hard
drive via the
Internet rather
than physically
buying games at a store. Its competitor,
the Sony Playstation Portable 2 (or NGP
as it is currently codenamed) is reportedly coming out this holiday season with
a similar model of digital distribution.
These devices are considerably smaller
than the original GameBoy, yet they
pack a thousand times more the punch
than their clunky ancestor because they
have access to a huge video game library
wherever and whenever players wish to

EDITOR

purchase and play them. These libraries
contain newly-released games for their
respective systems, but they also provide
older games from previous consoles, both
handheld and home.
Home video game consoles, such as
the Xbox 360, the Playstation 3 and the
Wii, provide this same model of digital
distribution, but their advantage in
graphic power has largely diminished
since the black and puke green days
of the original GameBoy. The graphical prowess of home consoles has been
their largest advantage over handheld
systems since their inception, but that
advantage is
becoming obsolete as technology allows
more power to
be stuffed into
a smaller package.
Just
as
every new
iteration of the
iPod or tablet
computer is
released primarily for the
increasingly
convenient
consumption of media, video game consoles are doing the same. The current
set of home consoles may be some of the
last remnants of an immobile, pluggedin video game culture. As a result, the
video game industry is quickly evolving
into a new business model that will redefine the boundaries of video games on
systems like the 3DS and NGP, leaving
home consoles in the dust and poor Rex
without a toilet.

The graphical prowess of
home consoles has been
their largest advantage
over handheld systems
. . . but that advantage
is becoming obsolete.

LOCAL EVENTS
“The Sleeping Beauty,” one of the most magical of all the fairytale ballets, is coming to Clowes Memorial Hall at Butler University. This classic family favorite includes a beautiful princess, an
evil fairy, a curse that dooms everyone to sleep for a hundred years and a magical kiss. Tchaikovsky’s very first ballet score, full of soaring melodies and sparkling variations, will be
performed live by the Butler Ballet Orchestra under the direction of Richard Auldon Clark.
For more information, visit www.cloweshall.org/calendar

The Indiana Repertory Theatre in downtown Indianapolis is delving into cinema and mystery with Alfred Hitchcock’s “The 39 Steps.” Find out why this Tony Award-winning play has been
called “a Hitchcock masterpiece . . . with a dash of Monty Python.” The play puts four actors through a hilarious workout as they play multiple characters, contend with outrageous special
effects and, along the way, pay homage to some of Alfred Hitchcock’s most iconic movie moments.
For more information, visit www.irtlive.com

The Honeywell Center in Wabash is bringing some classic vocalists to our backyard. The Osmond Brothers have been performing for 50 years, belting out a variety of genres including
barbershop, pop, rock, country and jazz. Tickets start at $25.

Photo by wotyougot.com

For more information, visit www.honeywellcenter.org

Review: ‘Holy Ghost!’

The album cover for the
the disco influence is
COLBY SPEAR
self-titled “Holy Ghost!”
immediately apparent.
CONTRIBUTOR
LP features iterated picThe anthemic opentures of clean-cut, dapper
ing track “Do It Again”
Nick Milhisser and Alex Frankel, the displays the band at its finest with
duo that are the electronic outfit of punchy and propelling drum and bass,
Holy Ghost! While I’m sure that the which are gradually complemented
artwork was never meant to reflect with layer upon layer of synth until
any kind of artistic statement regard- the song explodes into horns and
ing the music on their debut release, chirpy, electronic harmonizing vocals.
I can’t help but feel it speaks volumes “It’s Not Over” is arguably one of
of what the band has done on this their finer moments and finds the
album.
band using the Phil Collins’ “In the
Childhood friends Milhisser and Air Tonight” style drum effects and
Frankel hail from New York City and synth textures that sound like they
released “Holy Ghost!” in vinyl and came straight from an ‘80s NASA
CD format April 12 on the New York commercial.
City-based DFA Records, a label
Upon listening to “Holy Ghost!” in
that is home to similar-sounding its entirety, it is clear that the band
artists such as LCD Soundsystem has mastered a formula to produce
and Hot Chip. LCD frontman James song after song with relative contiMurphy produced one of the duo’s nuity and ease, a formula that looks
earlier albums—when they made something like this: drum loop and
music under the moniker Automato— funky bass line + synth + synth two
and Murphy may as well have pro- + synth three + vocals = new “Holy
duced their most recent effort. The Ghost!” single.
same vein of neo-disco, electronic
The lack of stylistic or structural
dance-punk that LCD Soundsystem variance from song to song throughpioneered is alive and well on “Holy out the album is why the repeating
Ghost!”
pictures of the band members on the
The twosome specialize in creating cover serve as a perfect forewarning
high-energy, electronic disco-dance for the music behind the hypnotic
grooves. Their unique sound is a large album cover. You can’t help but enjoy
reason why their remixes of popular listening to this band, but you’ll
artists such as MGMT, Phoenix and struggle to distinguish one track
Moby have been highly acclaimed. from another. This music will fit best
This album finds the band successfully in the context of a dance party, as an
fusing this style with a traditional pop isolated track in a playlist or as a
song structure. Their songs possess temporary relief from your repeated
an immediate likeability simply in listening of “Sigh No More” by Mumhow catchy and groovy they are, and ford and Sons.
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COFFEE SHOP CRAZE
BY

W

J U L I A

B E R G E R ,

hy are coffee shops so popular? What is
it about them that we just can’t seem to
get enough? They are where many college students direct their dwindling bank
accounts. But for what? Coffee? Surely
there are better ways to spend limited
finances.
Why do cofee shops attract even people
who don’t like coffee?
While working in a coffee shop for two
years, these were questions I frequently
considered.
Coffee shops are all different. They have their quirks
and specialties. For instance, if I know I want to do some
serious, focused work on a project, I go to Payne’s. It’s
quieter, and I’m more productive. If I want to catch up with
a friend or be less focused,
I may go to Starbucks. It’s
a place where I’m more
likely to be distracted or
see people I know. Both
places are great, but they
also have their specific
atmospheres.
But seriously, why coffee shops? After spending
countless hours in coffee
shops, I have a theory. I
believe coffee shops are
very personal experiences,
and that’s what makes
them different.
Sure, there are other
places we could go to
have personal experiences
here in Upland, such as
Handy Andy. But a gas
station outside of the Taylor community generally
isn’t going to be like it is here. Coffee shops are designed
to be inviting and relaxing. They’re different from other
businesses. They always seem to foster relationships and
productivity and provide time away from responsibilities
or simply a place of comfort.
Coffee shops are valued because of the personal experience they give customers. Employees are told to be warm
and friendly and to genuinely care about those they serve.
To use a Starbucks term, it’s about creating a “third
place”—a place people can come when they are not at home
or work. Each drink is literally made specifically for the
customer who orders it. Some may order a tall latte and
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others may order a triple grande non-fat, no foam, extra
hot, dry vanilla cappuccino, but every drink is special and
handmade. When a customer frequents a shop or has a
distinct drink, they’re remembered by face, name, by drink
or all three.
It makes a customer feel valued to be remembered, and
the same is true for the barista.
The latter example was something I recently encountered. Over break I went to the coffee shop where I worked.
As soon as I walked in, I saw one of my favorite former
customers, Gayle. She smiled and we chatted for a few
minutes. I hadn’t seen her in two and a half years, yet I had
apparently made an impact after serving her coffee every
couple of weeks for a year and a half. We talked like old
friends. That kind of an interaction is special and definitely
does not happen everywhere. I was honored she remembered who gave her the iced
tall non-fat latte every time
all those months ago.
I am a firm believer in a
person’s ability to make a
difference in another’s life,
and for me, many memorable moments and conversations have happened at
coffee shops. It’s not just an
establishment. It’s a place to
foster growth.
I also believe a person’s
actions in a coffee shop will
generally show who they are
and what they value. They
will most likely interact with
someone they know and a
stranger, be more relaxed, be
preoccupied with an idea or a
problem and have a purpose
for being there.
People may not always be
genuine, but in a coffee shop, you see what’s important
to them whether it be in how they look, their work, their
priorities or their coffee. Those four ways of interacting
reflect the inner character of a person.
Coffee shops will never get old, nor will they lose their
value. They are wonderful places that encourage fellowship
and are a primary way our generation comes together. Why
not continue to be a part of something so personal and
beneficial when you’re able to?
My $4 will always be well-spent investing in this kind
of personal experience.

People may not be genuine, but
in a coffee shop, you see what’s
important to them whether it be
in how they look, their work, their
priorities or their coffee. Those
four ways of interacting depict a
picture reflecting the inner
character of a person.

PARENTAL FRIENDSHIPS
MORE LOVE, LESS DEPENDENCE

P

arents. At each stage of life, these
A huge part of this change is shaped by how you
JULIE CLINE
people could mean very different C O N T R I B U T O R were raised.
things to you. Words like careA mentor once told me that college is about
giver, provider, protector, rule
learning to love your parents more and depend
maker, friend, enemy, confidante and listener upon them less. This has been some of the greatest
represent different feelings or momentary descrip- advice given to me.
tions, but at the end of the day the word I want to
It was during my semester abroad that I was able
talk about is parent.
to truly understand this statement. I talked to my
Depending on your age or home situation, this rela- parents once a week if I was lucky. Even then, the
tionship can vary. While my story is my own, it may conversations only lasted a half hour. Talking to
look very similar or different to each of you.
them less and them knowing fewer details about
As the last of four children, I was given a lot of their lives didn’t make things between us bad. It just
freedom. I have always had a close relationship with became different. Throughout the process of being
my parents, and I can honestly say they are some of away from home, from being abroad, participating in
my best friends.
internships and being at college, I
There was always a fine line
have not spent much time at home
between our friendship and the
in the past two years. I don’t talk
fact that they were still my parto my parents every day like I did
College is a time of
ents. I knew they had the ultionce. While this transition process
mate authority, and I respected
has been hard, I am coming to realchange, transition and
it for the most part. Because of
ize that this is just a part of life. It
growth. Whether you
this, throughout the years, they
doesn’t mean my parents no longer
are attending college
came to trust me and respect
matter, but their presence in my life
my opinions and insights. It
just looks different.
overseas, across the
was not until high school that I
Regardless of your current relacountry, within the state tionship with your parents, they
really appreciated my parents,
and desired to know them as
are still your authority and that in
or just down the road,
people who could give me advice
and of itself demands respect. Howeverything about colabout life and viewpoints. It
ever, I think everyone could use this
became vital to me during those
piece of advice in their lives, espelege brings changes.
last months at home to embrace
cially during college.
their perspectives and realize
We can learn to love our parents
that while mine may change,
for all of their qualities—good and
theirs holds high value because,
bad. We can use those qualities to
well, they are my parents.
shape our own personal ideas and
Leaving for college was one of the hardest moments worldviews. We can take a step back and say we don’t
of my life—and I was only moving two hours away. agree, and in that maybe depend upon them less.
The entire first semester I wrestled with homesickUltimately life is about learning to love people in
ness and missing my parents. While second semester a deeper way, regardless of how it makes you feel or
got easier and by the third I was completely over my what you can get out of it. My parents have loved
sadness, I still missed the two people who devoted selflessly for the past 21 years of my life, and if I take
everything to raising me.
away only this quality, I have been given so much. I
College is a time of change, transition and challenge you to find qualities to admire about your
growth. Whether you are attending college overseas, parents. Even if you don’t have a close relationship
across the country, within the state or just down in this stage of life, there are so many reasons to
the road, everything about college brings changes. love them.
Perspectives are challenged, ideas are reshaped and
the opportunity to find the real you is finally given.

Need a soapbox?
Become a contributor to the Opinions section!
Email Emily_luttrull@tayloru.edu for more information. Let your voice be heard.

Battle
of the

Ages
Friday, April 29: 6-8 pm
The Union
Invite your grandparents to
trivia, refreshments, and
discount at the bookstore
for Heritage Weekend

Taylathon
This Saturday at 11 am

Playing it Safe

CHASE MOORE
CONTRIBUTOR

The sun is out, boots and jackets You are asking to be hit by a
are being replaced by flip-flops car if you run at night on the
and tanks tops, and birds are streets. Even with reflective
chirping sweet melodies in your clothing, you are still passive
ear. And then it happens. That in your efforts to be seen. It
sudden urge to go for a run or might get old running or riding
a quick bike ride hits you like laps around the loop at night,
a Fourth Semester Greek from but please don’t go off campus
The Jumping Bean.
unless you have a front light
That’s where I come in.
(runners) and/or a backlight
You see, during my three (bikers). It is crucial to be active
years at Taylor, I have seen a in your efforts to be seen.
tremendous
4) Stay
amount of stuo f f D e v i l ’s
dents experiBackbone
ence this urge
and other
You see, during my three
to get outside
n a r r o w
years at Taylor, I have seen
and soak in
roads. I pera tremendous amount of
the vitamin
sonally feel
students experience this urge
D. As great as
like this is
this sounds, it
too obvious
to get outside and soak in
is necessary to
to say, but
the vitamin D.
lay down some
experience
rules about the
seeing stuproper way to
dents have
enjoy the outtold me othdoors so we can
erwise. Why
all stay safe.
would anyone want to run or
1) Runners, run against traf- ride a bike on a road that has
fic. Yes, this means you run on two massive blind hills and is
the left side of the road with cars only one lane wide?
coming toward you. As scary as
5) Bikers and runners always
it sounds, it actually gives you have the right of way. Have you
a better chance of getting out ever felt bad about making a car
of the way of a car if it were to stop while you cross the street?
veer off the road. Also, don’t Don’t. It is the legal right of a
run three-wide on the roads. It pedestrian to cross the street
is only legal to run two-abreast. before the car. The same goes
2) Bikers, ride with traffic. A for bikes.
bicycle on the road has the same
In closing, just use your head
legal rights as a car. This means when you decide to get outside.
you must go with the direction Also, please don’t be offended
of traffic and stop at stop signs. when I come up behind you on
Just like runners, it is legal for my bike and politely say, “On
cyclists to ride two-abreast on your left” when you are walking
any road, but that doesn’t mean in the middle of the sidewalk.
you should, so be respectful.
I’m just trying to be safe and
3) If you decide to run or bike make sure we don’t collide on
at night, don’t go off campus. our way to class.
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TROJAN SPORTS WASHED OUT

TROJAN SPORTS

IN BRIEF
BASEBALL (33-12,
21-1)

JON STROSHINE

April showers bring
May flowers, as the
old saying goes.
But for Taylor athletes, April showers (and winds) bring a few more things:
headaches, worse times and scores and, at
moments, discouragement.
A wide variety of sports—from golf to tennis to softball and baseball, as well as track
and tennis—have been affected in one way
or another by the weather.
One effect of the weather which applies
to athletes across all sports is the impact
on academic life.
“One of the hardest parts is balancing
being an athlete in season with academics,”
said junior softball player Kristen Bauer.
“We plan to miss class because of a scheduled game, and when the game is rained out
and rescheduled, we quickly have to adapt,
contact our professors, find other time to
study, miss different class days and more.”
The softball team’s April 16 game against
Wheaton was canceled, and Tuesday’s game
against Bethel was moved due to weather.
For the softball team, the weather could
wind up giving the team two additional
losses.
Both Taylor and Bethel will have to
count both games from their doubleheader
as losses if they cannot play them before
next week when the conference tournament
starts.
Rain can sometimes move the softball
team’s practices inside, which lowers the
quality of those practices, as sophomore
Sarah Heath described.
“Grounders coming off the dirt look way
different than grounders coming off the
gym floor, and for me and the rest of the
outfielders practicing inside is very difficult,
because there just aren’t opportunities to
CONTRIBUTOR

see pop flies off the bat inside like we can
get outside.”
The track and field team has also been
negatively affected by the weather.
While their practice and meet schedules
have not been influenced by the weather,
runners’ performances have been hindered,
specifically by the winds and the cold.
“Our meets have had consistently high
winds, and this can have a bigger impact
than cold temperatures on runners,” said
head track coach Ted Bowers. “You can
warm-up and put another layer on to combat the cold, but the wind can be demoralizing. Sprinters know how it can effect times,
and for distance runners it is a constant
battle. A tailwind never makes up for a
headwind.”
Both tennis teams were also affected, as
the Mark Richards Classic at Indiana Wesleyan University, scheduled for April 15 and
16, was canceled.
The baseball team had their doubleheader against Bethel rescheduled twice.
The game was scheduled for Tuesday,
until weather forced it to be rescheduled to
Wednesday. More bad weather caused the
games to be moved to Thursday.
The golf team was scheduled to compete
in the MCC Championships this past
Tuesday and Wednesday, which have been
moved to Monday and Tuesday.
While the weather has been negative for
most athletes, it has had its benefits, especially for golfers, whose scores will likely
benefit from playing in better weather.
While the weather may be a drag for now,
it will surely be a relief once it gets better.
“Our team knows that when good weather
finally shows up, we are ready for some
great performances,” Bowers said.

HERITAGE WEEKEND CELEBRATES TAYLOR SPORTS
In addition to the Heritage
Smith, Stuart Davis, James before them at Taylor,” said head women’s
DANIEL MORRILL
Weekend festivities put on by S P O R T S C O - E D I T O R MacLeish and Dan Rocke will soccer coach Scott Stan.
the university, Taylor’s athletic
be inducted into the athletic
Also at 11:30 a.m., the golf team and
department has organized several events hall of fame during the hall of fame break- alumni will play nine holes of golf together
for the next two days that will celebrate the fast.
at the Walnut Creek golf course.
77-year heritage of Trojan sports.
At 11 a.m. men’s tennis, women’s field
At 1 p.m. a hog roast will be held for men’s
“I feel this weekend is a great opportunity hockey and wrestling team reunions will and women’s basketball reunions.
for us to feature the outstanding athletic commence and a volleyball alumni tourna“I’m looking forward to catching up on past
programs here at Taylor University,” said ment will be held in the
players lives, and them
head women’s basketball coach Tena Krause. KSAC, and women’s tengetting to know our curThe softball team will get the action nis alumni matches will
rent players,” Krause
started with a noon doubleheader against take place on the tennis
said.
“I feel this weekend is a
No. 21 Bethel.
courts.
Baseball and softball
great opportunity for us
Current and former Taylor coaches are
“[It is] always good for
doubleheaders versus
invited to attend a reception at 5 p.m., the alumni to come back
to feature the outstanding Cardinal Stritch and
hosted by athletic director Angie Fincannon. and for the current playSt. Mary-of-the-Woods
athletic programs here at respectively
The event will allow coaches to reminisce ers to meet them and
will also
about past seasons and discuss the future see the quality of people
begin at 1 p.m. The
Taylor University.”
of Taylor athletics.
that have played here
games will mark the end
“I really appreciate the opportunity to be over the years,” Bowser
of the regular season for
a part of the coaching history here at Tay- said. “We appreciate the
both teams. Rocke, hall
lor,” said head softball coach Brad Bowser. work that all athletes
of fame inductee, will
“I believe that we have a very good mix of have put into the game
throw out the ceremowanting to be competitive at the highest they play and what they learned from their nial first pitch before the baseball game.
level and to teach and train our athletes to time at Taylor.”
“The most positive thing that I hope that
be the best Christians they can be through
At 11:30 a.m., men’s and women’s soc- comes out of this weekend is that our curthis idea of work and competition.”
cer will scrimmage on the soccer fields and rent players listen to the former players and
Following the reception, the athletic cel- spring football practice will be held at Jim learn the importance of traditions,” Krause
ebration dinner will be held at 6 p.m. The Wheeler Memorial Stadium. All three events said. “Also, the stories that former players
dinner and program will center around a are open to the public.
will share with current players and how the
theme of past, present, and future.
“It will be a great time to get our current program has impacted their lives.”
Saturday at 9 a.m., Brittany Huyser- team connected to the ladies who played

RESULTS
04/21/11 at Goshen
W, 7-1, W, 10-1
04/23/11 versus Goshen
W, 10-0, W, 7-6
04/28/11 at Bethel
W, 12-3, L, 5-6
SCHEDULE
04/29/11 versus Cardinal
Stritch 2 p.m.
04/30/11 versus Cardinal
Stritch (DH) 1 p.m.
05/04-07 at MCC
Tournament
REVIEW
Before losing their NAIA
best win streak last night
at Bethel, the Trojans
extended the steak to 23
with two wins at home
against Goshen on Saturday. Sophomore Taylor
Luna went 2-3 with two
home runs and four RBI in
the 10-0 game one win for
the Trojans. Taylor came
from behind in game two,
winning 7-6 on a bases
loaded walk off single by
junior Ian Nielsen.
SOFTBALL (16-8,
9-5)
RESULTS
04/20 at Indiana Wesleyen
W, 6-2, W, 4-6
04/21 versus Spring Arbor
W, 9-1, L, 2-4
04/28 versus Anderson
L, 5-7, L, 4-8
SCHEDULE
04/29 versus Bethel
(DH) 12 p.m.
04/30 versus St. Mary-ofthe-Woods (DH) 1 p.m.
05/04-06 at MCC
Tournament
REVIEW
The softball team fell to
9-5 in conference play yesterday, losing two games at
home to Anderson. After
falling by a score of 5-7
in game one, the Trojans
found themselves down 4-1
after the second inning of
game two. Taylor pulled
within two runs in the
bottom of the fifth, but
Anderson answered right
back with two runs in the
top of the sixth to win 8-4.
Junior Laura Strode went
2-3 with a run and an RBI
in the loss.
GOLF
RESULTS
04/15 at Blackthorn Big
Time Challenge 7th of 13,
336 Strokes
SCHEDULE
05/02-03 at MCC
Championships

REVIEW
The golf team took seventh
place after only playing
one round at the Blackthorn
Big Time Challenge, whose
second day was cancelled
due to weather. Freshman
Brandon Tereshko led the
Trojans and finished 15th
overall with his round of 82.
Sophomore Jimmy Fahlen
finished just one shot off
Tereshko’s pace with an 83.

MEN’S TRACK &
FIELD
RESULTS
04/16 at Manchester Invitational 2nd of 11, 131.7
points
04/21 at Anderson Invitational No Team Score
Recorded
SCHEDULE
04/29-30 at MCC Conference Championships 4:30
p.m., 1:30 p.m.
05/06 at Indiana University
Billy Hayes Invitational
05/07 Taylor Invitational
11 a.m.
REVIEW
The men’s track team took
second place overall at the
Manchester Invitational,
ending the day with four
first place finishes. A trio
of seniors led the way for
the Trojans, with Bryan
Allingham winning the
200-meter dash, Scott Gill
winning the high jump,
and Josh Henson winning
the triple jump. Taylor’s
4x400-meter relay team
also took home first place.
Last Thursday at the
Anderson Invitational the
men’s track team turned in
first place finishes in three
events. The 4x100 meter
relay team won its event,
seniors Brian Tencher and
Adam Schroer claimed
victory in the 800-meter
run and the 3,000-meter
run respectively. The men’s
track team will compete
in the MCC Conference
Championships at Indiana
Wesleyan University this
weekend.
WOMEN’S TRACK &
FIELD
RESULTS
04/16 at Manchester
Invitational 4th of 11,
82.3 points
04/21 at Anderson Invitational No Team Score
Recorded
SCHEDULE
04/29-30 at MCC Conference Championships 4:30
p.m., 1:30 p.m.
05/06 at Indiana University
Billy Hayes Invitational
05/07 Taylor Invitational
11 a.m.
REVIEW
The women’s track team
had claimed three first
place finishes and placed
fourth overall at the
Manchester Invitational
two weekends ago. Junior
Stephanie Kenny won the
200-meter dash, and freshman Erin Price took first in
the 400-meter hurdles. The
Trojans 4x400-meter relay
team also captured first
with a time of 4:10.50. The
relay team continued its
dominance last Thursday
at the Anderson Invitational, once again winning
first place. Price finished
second in the 400-meter
hurdles and Kenney placed
third in the 400-meter dash.
The women’s track team
will compete in the MCC
Conference Championships at Indiana Wesleyan
University this weekend.

Photo By Tim Riethmiller

Tay l o r s p l i t t h e
WIILL FAIRFAX guys in to score.”
series with Bethel C O N T R I B U T O R
The loss was the
college yesterday,
Trojans’ first in
ending the Trojans’ 24-game conference and broke their
winning streak.
24-game winning streak, the
The game was delayed two longest in the NAIA this seaconsecutive days because of son.
rain.
Senior Zach Vander Laan
The Trojans beat Bethel pitched four and one-third
12-3 in the first game of their i n n i n g s, g i v i n g u p t w o
doubleheader. Sophomore earned runs and three hits
Taylor Luna pitched six while striking out six hitters.
innings, giving up two earned Luna led the offensive attack
runs and striking out eight with a home run, two hits
hitters.
and three RBIs. Junior Ian
“Taylor Luna was outstand- Nielsen extended his hitting
ing on the mound,” said head streak to 17 games.
coach Kyle Gould.
Last week, the Trojans
Junior and reigning MCC clinched their second-straight
Player of the Week Ryne MCC regular season champiOtis had an impressive per- onship, finishing the conferformance, helping lead the ence season with a record of
Trojans to victory with two 21-1. The Trojans are 33-12
home runs, three hits, and overall.
five RBIs.
“We have to remain conThe Trojans lost a tough sistent and play a full game
game in extra innings 5-6 regardless of our opponent or
in the second game of their the score at the time,” Gould
doubleheader. Luna hit a go- said.
ahead two-run home run in
The Trojans finish the regthe top of the sixth inning, ular season tomorrow with a
but the Trojans were unable doubleheader against Cardito hold on.
nal Stritch at 1 p.m.
“We didn’t make enough
The MCC Tournament
plays defensively to win and begins Wednesday. Taylor
we left 14 runners on base,” will play as the No. 1 seed in
Gould said. “We swung the the tournament.
bats well and pitched it
pretty good but couldn’t get
Sophomore Taylor Luna delievers a warm-up pitch earlier this season.
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BASEBALL WIN STREAK SNAPPED AT 24

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Steve Deckert
YEAR:

Sophomore

HOMETOWN

Loretto, Minn.

LOCATION OF
CAMPUS:

First West Wengatz

NICKNAMES:

Dex, Daddy Long Legs

BEST COURSE
PLAYED:

Blueberry Pines Golf
Course in Menahga,
Minn.

FAVORITE FOODS:

Russian pancakes,
Reeses Puffs cereal and
omelets

